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Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
  ا#'&!ت ا#"! ��؟ :س
 أ#= ی! اI وH آ�GA!#2: اه-.!م بCDE ج.A�!ت ا#.&@ب�� أ#=  #&!ت ز;:؟ه8وك آ�45!و #12!ت 000 /.�-, +*'(�) :ي

� اHم!زی&�� و بCDE ا#(PQم� ح-M ه= وHت آ--2: ب82ا ل ب82ا اK !1# ه8اR!4-#ا ،�� . +-UاM'; TR اHم!زی&�#Vج
+R ^_E= بA[ ا#.'\ ه8ا ا#.'\ م(.U ا#]!دس 000 و#M ح-M هP آ�GA= اه.�� #82ا ا#'&�، Y�@ م�"!ل ا 2! وHت آ-Uرس 

�، آ!یb احaاب آ�-@�cم!زHا �R!4-#ا ،��cم!زH@ة دی!ل ا�آ5 �[/e.#ا Uواح bارس 00 آ!یU.#و أا b��&ام!زی �/2! م&!رب
�� أ#= آ-Uاف ;'M هf8 ا#'&�hP4ت ح!�A.ج �� م! ب�_!ش R= ا#]iG و #bQ وHو ا#_!س آ�PGA اه.�� . آ!ی_�h!ب ��h!ب

وو 00 و آ_U2رو ;'I . M مb اU4#ام c!دي +P#= ح-M ه= #&� م2.� R= ا#.&@بب*Pي ب*Pي و أ ! آ_bm ان ا *!ء ا
(�)'*+ �� 000 آ!ی_� +E_^ و آC وحUة R= ا#._!op دی!#2!... ا#'&!ت، آ!ی_�Eا#@ی ��، آ!ی_�/P[#ا �� راR f= . آ!ی_�/P[#ا

� راR f= ا#_!Pqر و p =R_1! و ه8ا ا#*=�Eا#@ی ،r/P#ا =R f) را�ب، +*'(P_1#ا .bه8ا ا#*= أ#= آ!ی . �4G_م Cآ Cآ
�'�54# �'�5h bم bم PE'-s�ا#'&!ت ه8وك آ f8ه PE'-s�و آ .  

 
 
English translation: 

 
S: What about other languages? 
Y: Yes. Techlhit and the others languages are of course attracting more interest, which is 
thanks to Moroccan organizations that fight for the Amazigh – the Amazigh [Berber] 
culture. It is also due to the fact that the government is paying more attention to this area. 
For example, His Majesty the King Mohamed VI started to give this language an 
importance and a good example is that Tefeniq is now taught at some schools. There is a 
big institute for the Amazigh [language] and Amazigh culture. There are also political 
parties and its leaders are Moroccan-Imazighen, and there are human rights organizations 
that fight for this language. It is still not very visible, but people are becoming more and 
more interested in it. I believe that in the future it will also become an important language 
in Morocco. Speaking of languages, there is Techlhit, there is Sousiya, there is Rifiya and 
there is Tefeniq, and each one is concentrated in its own region: Sousiya in the south, 
Techlhit in the center, Rifiya in Nadour and Tangier. Each region has… And they are 
different – these languages differ from tribe to tribe. 
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About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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